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SACA INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGY 2019-2029
We are excited to announce that the South Australian Cricket Infrastructure Strategy (SACIS) has now been drafted.
The SACIS is an evidence based planning document that utilises Cricket Census data and detailed facility audit information to
identify current gaps and future opportunities across the State for the next 10 years. The South Australian Cricket Association
(SACA) has engaged with, and listened to, the needs and future aspirations of their stakeholders groups to deliver a planned
approached for facility improvement.
The document is designed so that local and regional cricket providers and government partners understand the infrastructure
priorities that will contribute to the SACA’s purpose of inspiring all South Australians to choose cricket as their number one
sport.
Regional summaries and priorities have been developed for SACA’s six regions following extensive data analysis and
consultation with the cricket community and government representatives. Each regional summary provides the following
information:
•

Summary of cricket across the region

•

Population change implications

•

Facility provision and audit findings

•

Focus areas for the region

•

Key future facility projects for the region

•

Strategic responses, priority level and proposed stakeholder involvement

These provide unique and customised insights into the future planning priorities for the individual region across Community,
Premier and Indoor Cricket.
SACA wishes to acknowledge the significant contribution made by a number of stakeholders in the development of the SACIS
including associations, clubs, individuals and organisations. A special mention to Cricket Australia and the South Australian
Government in co-funding this project and to those individuals who were involved in the Project Reference Group through the
development of the SACIS.

NEXT STEPS AND FURTHER INFORMATION
The Draft SACIS is being circulated to key cricket stakeholders for last comment before being finalised. The final SACIS will be
available from mid August 2019.
If you would like more information about this project please visit the SACA project website at http://www.saca.com.au/getinvolved/grants-and-scholarships/sa-cricket-infrastructure-strategy
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